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We're excited to announce that this year's auction will take place in person on Saturday, February 26, 2022 at Old
Hickory Golf Club. Planning is underway and we need your help! Instead of putting together classroom baskets like we've

done in the past, we have come up with one giant Amazon wish list full of items we'd love to auction off. Would you
please consider donating an item from our list? Please use this URL or QR code ( https://amzn.to/3COA2XD ) to access the

wish list. Let's DO This! Thank you!

Math
We are starting to make a turn in math going
from reviewing topics we know to learning
new information. Please take a look at your
child’s mid-quarter and check in with them to
see how they feel they are doing. Encourage
your child to be an active participant in class!

Science
After Thanksgiving Break we will be getting
into our next Topic dealing with Earth’s
systems.

Geography
After break we will be closing up our chapter
on Mexico, Central America, and the
Caribbean and moving on to South America.

Grammar
This week we wrapped up our second unit of
the school year. The students took an
assessment on Thursday that was about
nouns, abbreviations, possession, action
verbs, and linking verbs. I am really proud of
the results, and can tell the students took
time to study! The grades should already be
posted in Renweb.  When the students
return they will be kicking off their next unit
on verb tenses.

Reading
This week in reading we read through Ch.
9-13 in the Westing Game. We have used
clues from the book and think we have
figured out some of the characters from
the book. We will continue on when we
get back to see if we are correct!

Spelling
The spelling words for the upcoming week
are as follows: square, stare, dairy, area,
January, dictionary, daring, beware, argument,
large, partner, guarding, article, orchestra,
ordinary, important, force, before, germ, nurse

Religion
The memory verse for the upcoming week is:
“We must help the weak and remember the
words of the Lord Jesus, how he himself said,
‘It is more blessed to give than to receive.’
Acts 20:35

Reminders
-5th Grade did an amazing job with NWEA
testing this week. They worked extremely
hard on all of these tests!
-No school next week (November 22-26th) in
celebration of Thanksgiving.
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